**WHAT YOU'LL NEED**

For fabric choices refer to the block diagram

A: 24 squares 2 ⅜” x 2 ⅜”;
   10 of one color lights and 14 darks
B: 2 squares 5 ⅛” x 5 ⅛”; cut once diagonally
C: 1 square 6 ½” x 6 ½”
D: 2 squares 3 ⅞” x 3 ⅞”, cut once diagonally

**ASSEMBLY**

1. Referring to BASIC INSTRUCTIONS half-square-triangles layer 10 light and 10 dark A squares. Make a total of 20 half-square-triangle-units. Trim the units to 2” square.

2. Cut the remaining 4 dark squares once diagonally. Arrange five A-half-square-triangle units, two single A triangles and one D triangle as shown. Sew together in rows, join rows to make a triangle unit. Make four units.

3. Stitch the B triangles to the C square. Press to the triangle. Trim the unit to measure 9” x 9”.

4. Arrange four triangle units and square-in-a-square unit as shown. Sew triangle units to opposite sides of the square-in-a-square unit. The corners of the triangles will extend beyond the square-in-a-square unit by ¼” on each side. Press. Repeat for the remaining sides and press. Block measures 12 ½” x 12 ½”.

**ALTERNATIVE COLOR WAY**

---

**Click to connect with us**
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#modablockheads #showmethemoda
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